
MINUTES OF GENERAL BODY dated 7-8-2011. 
General body of the contributors of existing fund to the association was held at Matha Tourist 
Home, Cochin today on 7-8-2011 as notified. The meeting was convened by the Association 
convener Mr.Johney with State coordinator Mr. Michael PM and State treasurer Mr. Subramanian on 
dais.  Members and district coordinators from various SSAs participated, in spite of heavy water 
flood and adverse raining climate of Cochin town. Trivandrum and Kannur SSA coordinators 
informed the convener their decision to ‘not to participate in the general body’ before starting the 
meeting. The following transactions were made. Following decisions were taken unanimously and 
recorded in the minutes. 
 

1) At the outset, the house regretted on evolving a unfortunate circumstance which led to 
formation of an parallel committee on the back ground of LICE notification. Such a 
circumstance could have been avoided if the realities as well as the limitation of association 
were properly presented by executive committee in an undistorted manner in earlier 
meetings. Association observed that the functioning of the newly formed parallel 
committee is not on the common interests of members but with vested interest of some 
individuals. All the attempts made by the mother organization for united movements have 
found to be failed due to divergent modes of activities being continued even after such 
movements. 

 
2) The treasurer presented accounts in details, which after discussion of the house approved. 

 
3) The house debated in details on various possibilities on settlement of balance fund like 

(1)transfer of balance fund to the newly formed committee, (2)refund to all / individual 
members, (3)continuing the fund for common issues maintaining the mother association. 

 
4) Finally, it is unanimously decided  to continue the mother association, here in after titled as 

“justicebsnl” for distinguishing, and its  the activities intact for all issues already taken up 
or that may arise in future as decided by executive committee / general body from time to 
time. Necessary fund will be raised from individuals who are either member or non-
members based on issue being tackled at every occasion. It is decided that any individual 
who disagree the adopted codes of discipline as followed para (5) and hence would prefer 
to disengage himself from the membership and activities of association, may get one time 
refund of the share of existing balance fund from treasurer. The same will be refunded only 
to the individual on request and not to any body else on authorization. 

 
5) Association reiterated boldly that ‘only issues that are common to all members’ of this 

association will be taken up for activities. Association will act as a continuous legal platform 
until its existence to fight against all exploitations, injustice against the common members 
without restriction on particular cadre. Association will continue as a common platform for 
future issues, even after settlement of existing issue like regularization of Officiating JTO, 
FR 22 (1) a (1) pay fixation of officiating JTO etc and  is not intended to dissolve on a 
particular event. Even while continuing as a member of association, every one will have the 
freedom to fight individually or  to join together to fight for any issues pertaining to the like 
minded individual member separately, without utilizing the common fund and facilities. 
This is adopted as the fundamental code of ethics.  

 
6) A final list of members who wish to continue in mother organization will be prepared in due 

course. 
 

7) The existing blog “justicebsnl.webs.com” will continue as the official blog of association. 
Individuals may register as members of association through “Register” as members option in 
the home page of the blog also. All registered members will be continuously informed of all 
new developments by the association through the email address furnished while 
registration. 

 
8) Executive committee of mother association will continue till next election.  
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